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From the heart, from the hearth of Red Lodge
by GinaMarie Byars, chair

A

s I began this writing, I started pondering, “What is a hearth?” I know what
it means to me. And I know what I think it means as it pertains to “From the
Hearth”. But…what is the full definition of this word? After looking at several different
sources, I settled on this definition from Merriam-Webster.com:
Hearth: 1: a: a brick, stone, or concrete area in front of a fireplace
b: the floor of a fireplace; also: fireplace
c: the lowest section of a furnace; especially: the section of a furnace
on which the ore or metal is exposed to the flame or heat
2: home
3: a vital or creative center <the central hearth of occidental civilization
—A. L. Kroeber>
So, nothing out of the ordinary, nothing unexpected; all definitions I had seen before! But then my eyes were drawn
to definition 1c: “the lowest section of a furnace; especially: the section of a furnace on which the ore or metal is
exposed to the flame or heat.”
Ah! Interesting! Especially interesting, to me, since I’ve been trying to write this “From the Hearth” message for the
last several weeks! Every time I had time set aside to do so, Life knocked on the door: kids with night terrors, a large
tree deciding to take a rest against my house, various duties and responsibilities of the job that pays the bills. Then
there were the continual shakings and fires that come on a daily basis: people I love in pain, death and sickness in
those around me, hatred and vitriolic spewage across the nation, war and turmoil around the world. And then, all of
the celebratory sharings that are a part of Life as well!
Our personal hearths should always be a place of refuge. Our shared hearths should be places of solace and celebration. And the WWRL Hearth Letter will always be a place of respite from the mundane and a piece of beauty.
But, we can also see our hearths—in all their forms—as places of refining, of shaking out what no longer serves us, of
places of burning away what needs to leave our lives.
We have the opportunity to continue bringing the 15 Principles of WWRL to the world. In a time where we are continually seeing the edifice of domineering power crumble, this is our chance to stand. Not just calling for a “change in
power” but demonstrating an entire mentality shift. Not just saying, “It’s time for others to have a chance” but showing
the fact that we have been living a different way that can and does weave people together while rejoicing in their differences. This way of walking in the world was generated from the hearth that brought these 15 Principles to WWRL so
many years ago. These Principles are our pillars of love and are what we are learning and practicing each day.
It is encouraging to meet others who live the 15 Principles without even knowing that’s what they do! That’s what we
need to celebrate. Yes, we want people to join us to expand the circle of WWRL; yes, we want to continue growing
the organization. And we want to stand grounded in our centers knowing that even when chaos swirls around us, we
have knowledge that can change the world, possibly even save it. Furthermore, we have the ability to work with
others who have similar experience and information, even if they are not circling in the exact same way as we are.
So, let’s continue using that knowledge, continue striving for a different way of being, continue reaching across
divides to uphold Peace, Love, Joy, and Prosperity. I challenge you to let your personal hearth fires burn away what
no longer serves you, refine you to your core, bring you ever closer to the Be-ing you long to Be!
With much love and with deep gratitude for being a part of your journey.
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Red Lodge hires new Communications Director

G

reat news! After carefully considering several well-qualified applicants, Woman’s Way Red
Lodge joyfully welcomes Heather Clayton as our new Communications Director. Heather
brings experience in marketing, grant writing, and website development. Additionally, while
Heather now resides in Fort Collins, CO, she has been walking with the Flagstaff community for
a few years, both attending and volunteering at WWRL events.

Heather will help us maintain our website and social media pages, create marketing materials and apply for grants among many other contributions. We are so excited to work with this
talented, amazing woman to facilitate the growth of Woman’s Way Red Lodge.
Welcome Heather!

Heather Clayton joins the Red Lodge team
Hello!
I am the mother of two littles and partner to a wonderful
husband of twelve years with whom I just moved to Fort
Collins, CO. It is much greener than we are used to,
coming from the desert!
I am also a Librarian and have worked in many libraries over the past fifteen years. Before you think of
dusty books and pencil skirts, however, you ought to
think of community events and Facebook! Without
effective marketing and communication libraries lose
their connection to the public and can no longer remain a relevant force for good in the community.
I have come to love connecting people to life-enhancing resources, which is one reason
I’m so excited to be working with Woman’s Way Red Lodge as a Communications Director.
My work in libraries has focused heavily on website development, creation of promotional
materials, writing blog posts and articles, and spreading the word through print and online
sources. As I’ve attended and participated in WWRL events over the past few years, I’ve
grown to deeply appreciate the message and mission of this organization and I look forward to working with you to help grow WWRL’s outreach!
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WWRL service funds support 3rd world women & kids

R

ed Lodge members and supporters showed their solidarity with women across the globe during our annual Service
Project Fund Drive. We have supported Sahayatri in Nepal and
CEPACET in Kenya for several years now, each year raising money
for specific projects that help lift women and children out of
poverty, and help us connect our abundance as Westerners with our global sisters’ needs and dreams.
In total, Red Lodge supporters gave $2341.65. In Kenya. the funds raised will help a collective of bakers, eager
to open a bakery to sell fresh cakes and bread. The women there were struggling to save 50 cents/week from
their market work, and had anticipated opening the bakery in two years. Because of Red Lodge’s support, the
bakery will open soon, and the women will have a more stable income.
In Nepal, people still struggle from the aftermath of the devastating earthquake in Spring 2015 and Red Lodge
support will help deliver food and school supplies to children in rural areas and continue to support the work
of Indira Ghale who champions the rights of girls and women persecuted by an unjust legal system. She writes,
“Thank you so much for the fund raising for Nepal and Sahayatri Nepal. The money will be used on education
of the girls who are voiceless, because they are the victim of rape, aged 5 years to 12 years. Red Lodge gives
hope and brings peace through the sister hood around the globe.”
One event during the Drive was the film screening of “He Named Me Malala” which brought a full house to
Vashon Theatre and inspired many donations. (If anyone wants to show the film in your community, including
a small gathering in your home, please contact me at amy@wwrl.org, and I will pass on this inspiring video
to you.) Attendees were moved by Malala’s story of hope, peace and the promise of educating girls, a vision
shared by Red Lodge.
Thank you so much to our many generous donors for helping lift women in Kenya and Nepal out of poverty.
Because of you, a woman will be able to improve her livelihood in a meaningful way. Jan, Mary, Jim, Polly, Lynn,
Richard, Amy, Sharon, GinaMarie, Madrone, Sophie, Barbara, Tone, Suzanne, Erin, Kristina, Amy, Leslie, Grace,
Anastacia, Susan, Sheila, Katy, Therese, Tere, Kathryn, and the Flagstaff Hoop.
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Walking in community with Buffalo Heart
by Sophie Suberman, Lodgekeeper, with Talia Landau – co-facilitators for South Seattle Hoop

The news that our Red Lodge community drum Buffalo Heart has found a new home after 9
years of living with Mary G.L. Shackelford at Burton Hill on Vashon Island, was shared in a
message to the WWRL community in May. Following our recent Red Lodge Community Solstice
Celebration at Mary’s home, the drum sallied forth towards new opportunities to continue
serving at the hearth of Red Lodge and to share her joyful healing heartbeat with new circles of
women, men, elders and children.

H

This new relationship began after Talia Landau,
my Hoop co-facilitator, was given a vision of a
drum for our South Seattle Hoop. Our Hoop is in
its third year, and Talia and I hesitantly stepped
up to facilitate, knowing that alone we did not
want nor could we shoulder the responsibility,
but that we “would be excited to lead in partnership.” I got to our last Hoop late and hadn’t heard Talia say
those exact same words when she weighed in about leading Hoop. At the time, we never would have imagined
this journey would lead us here.
As a leader in this community of women, I call myself a Learner Leader. This title feels so good and ignites the
qualities I love in leaders: open, engaged, responsible, flexible, welcoming, learning, leading, loving, mutually
powerful. These qualities of leadership have been previously out of reach for me on my various paths; so funny
and so fitting to have found them here, beside Talia and Buffalo Heart.
So, Talia called, and many answered. Paula Being was supportive of helping us birth a mother drum for our
group, Madrone, Pat and Lori offered stories of their paths birthing and walking with a mother drum, and Mary
shared her and Buffalo Heart’s wish to be out in community.
--- MORE
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ave you ever walked out of the door
expecting an average day, making things
happen one by one, checking off your list with
little fanfare or excitement to be greeted with
anything but that? Magic around every corner,
surprises under surprises, laughter when you
least expect it? THAT is this walk in a nutshell.
Oh momma! Buffalo Heart’s journey into my
life is comical, deep and perfect. Her wisdom
continues to blow my mind and expand my
heart into unknown and so-known territory,
reawakening my connection to the eternal
beat of life, and to the walks of women and
communities across the planet.

CONTINUED from previous page

And so it is. Talia, Mary and I met and communed with Buffalo Heart. We have listened to Mary’s stories and
experiences and played with her in Vashon’s community drumming. We attended Solstice to be with Buffalo
Heart and see the vision of her creation. We shared our dream of Buffalo Heart being able to be in community
wherever she is called, even if Talia and I cannot be the sidebys with whom she goes. We were nervous about
sharing this vision: What if it is too wild and too new for the Red Lodge community? What if Those Who Have
Come Before Us take issue with this type of walk? Who are we to change tradition?
After sharing our “novel vision,” Mary was quick and direct: “But that’s always been Buffalo Heart’s Walk. She
is a community drum.” Talia and I looked at each other and smiled --> giggled --> laughed! Buffalo Heart 1,
Sophie and Talia 0!
And so it continues to go. The joke, it seems, will always be on us. We speak and Buffalo Heart still manages to
speak first. Oh, tradition, how you show up, let us laugh at ourselves, and deepen our wisdom about what it
means to live fully. It is a pleasure to be present to walking together with you, Buffalo Heart. May her invitation
ring within you, too.

Last Vashon Drum Circle at Village Green, Main Street
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Requests and inquiries for Seattle area drummings with Buffalo Heart can be directed to Talia Landau and
Sophie Suberman by emailing motherdrum@wwrl.org.

Celebrating Beltane in Flagstaff
by Grace Peterson, treasurer

T

his year we were almost rained out, but I could
hear the Maypole telling me not again, not this
year. We were rained out last year, and this year I was
determined to dance on Beltane.
Miraculously, we were able to find an inside space
at Tranzend, the studio where our winter and spring
drummings also take place. Our community decorated
the altar, sang with Zendaya – our Flagstaff community
drum, and danced around the Maypole.
Afterwards, my husband and I went to Buffalo Park, an
area in Flagstaff where mother nature holds space for
us as we drum in the summer and fall. This was also
where we were originally going to have our Beltane
celebration. In the park we left offerings of lavender,
rose quartz, and moon water for the Faery Folk.

Women gather
in the Moonlodge
every month.
Open Circle every 4th Sunday, 6:30 PM
Come for rest and renewal any time.

Drai Bearwomyn photo

Open to all women.
Located on Vashon Island.
Email moonlodge@wwrl.org
for more information.
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Painting by Colleen Kelley

Jami Sieber

In ConCert

electric cello and voice

Jami Sieber in Concert
with Nancy Rumbel

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14
VASHON HIGH SCHOOL THEATRE
VASHON ISLAND

Jami reaches inside the soul with
compositions that are contemporary,
timeless, lush, and powerfully
evocative.

www.jamisieber.com
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Hoops News

Connecting in from one coast to the other

F

ourteen women are gathering for the Three Rivers Wild Women Hoop this year. Women take turns facilitating each month. Ceremonies have included creating intention bundles, medicine wheel as guide, and
maypole goddess dancing. At our latest gathering in June, we celebrated the solstice by witnessing each
other’s gifts and light. We are healed and empowered through our connection to each other, ourselves, and
the cycle of the seasons. Blessings of love and healing from Vermont to Red Lodge and the world!

T

he Sacred Hoop of Pendleton is experiencing a rich cycle. This year, the members are co-creating
the gatherings. Two recent gatherings were created around the themes: Drum, Dance, Fire, Steam and
Journey into Self: the Road Less Traveled. Women are learning more of themselves, their radiant beauty
and their connection to the Divine. In becoming aware of who they are – authentically, radiantly, courageously – they are finding their value and loving themselves! One member has also created a private
Facebook site for members to connect with each other between gatherings.The Sacred Hoop of Pendleton
will take a break in July and be back in August with Mystery! Elements, Gifts, Energy….

Katy Myers photo

Erin McCusker photo

2016 Pendleton Hoop (left)

Bellingham Hoop altar (right)
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Red Lodge sponsors Woman Soul Gathering in the fall

The Woman Soul: A Gathering
To Inspire and Ignite Our Soul’s Wisdom

“Sisiutl” © batiksbygael.com

M

any of us have heard the stories,
and feel them to be true. How
we come into this world from the
other side with a gift placed into our
hands that is for us to live into and
express through our unique and precious life. Some stories speak to the
forgetfulness that befalls the infant
as she is born into the world, and a
lifetime of seeking for her soul’s purpose. Other stories speak to the task
of the midwife who sees the newborn’s gifts, and steals them away for
safekeeping until the child is ready to
leave home in search of her gifts, her
medicine, her soul’s purpose.

Sponsors: Woman’s Way Red Lodge, Sacred Groves, Sacred Circles Institute

by Chalice Bailey

As the child grows, she learns her
October 27-30, 2016
role in the family. She learns what
Pilgrim Firs Retreat Center, Port Orchard, WA
is expected of her, and what is not
sliding scale
$325-375
(food/lodging
for registration
information:
acceptable. She embraces beliefs
sliding
scale
$325-375 included);
(food/lodging
included)
visit www.womansoul2016.com or email womansoul2016@gmail.com
and values that bring her the positive
Email womansoul2016@gmail.com for registration infomation
nods of her peers, and in other situations, she withdraws in confusion from a world that isn’t understanding her, isn’t recognizing her unique spirit, so she hides,
pretends, and does the best she can to fit in. This may not be your story, but you have one that is true for you.
The stories of soul work always involve a leave taking and a journey through what has been called the underworld. This
journey takes us to places where our experiences live that want to keep us small. Where distorted thinking presents
itself as truth. Where hurt feelings and the anger of betrayal have left us frustrated and confused. These stories have
been layered over our gift, our personal medicine, and it is through these layers we need to journey. It is for such a journey this Woman Soul Gathering has been created.
Over four days there will be time in small groups with other women who share your medicine. With an elder or two in
attendance, your group will turn over the toxic waste that has layered over your birthright. You will have the opportunity
to participate in a cleansing ceremony, and continue to deepen with your medicine clan into the wisdom of your shared
gift. There will be time for personal walks through the 120 acres of woods and around Lake Flora. There will be time
for morning meditation and/or dream circles, and time for hand crafts so you can bring back with you a talisman of your
experience at the New Moon Woman Soul Gathering.
The morning circle will begin with time on the four mother drums, singing, dancing, and stretching yourself into the day.
There will be time in the morning circle where you can ask questions of the Honored Elders and listen to the words of wisdom and experience shared by those who have been down the road before you. The Grandmother Moon Bundle will be
opened and shared, and there will be ceremony and ritual Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights that will take us through the
new moon phases of releasing and letting go, being still and going within, and stepping forward into your soul’s purpose.
Life may seem out of control and chaotic, and that is the birthing ground of creativity. You are invited.
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New WWRL member seeds Earthship vision
by Sophie Suberman, Lodgekeeper

T

he path of Woman’s Way Red Lodge is trod by many. Walking in line with nature, stewarding a culture that
values all living beings and the ground on which we exist is not new to the Red Lodge community.

Ryan Qualls, a new member of Woman’s Way Red Lodge, self-proclaimed “Instigator of Ideas” and a demonstrated community builder, is bringing alive a permaculture housing and community project on his great-uncle
and great-aunt’s land next to the valley of the Klallam Elwha Reservation and bordering the Strait of Juan de
Fuca. Ryan’s vision is to bring holistic housing to native peoples, providing connection to the land, and connection to opportunities and education via the internet (40% of native tribes in the US don’t have internet access).
“If we can help build that, I think that that would make a positive difference,” he stated in an interview (to hear
the whole interview, click here). To learn more about this project, see a list of needed materials, participate in
the build or donate financially, email Ryan.
Ryan himself is a mixture of Tlingit, Mexican and European descent. It’s as if his diversity of heritage has
seeped into his vision for the world; he says often, “We are all indigenous to somewhere,” and casually encourages people to consider themselves at home in this world when he is with them. It seems only fitting that Ryan
and I have met over the topic of “home.”
The project is in its first phase, creating a healthy and safe space for volunteers who will be helping to build the
first house -- an Earthship! -- for cooking, gardening and sanitation; not a simple task! The team of people who
is bringing this project alive, Horizon, Zavier Zee, Just Renee, Zarna Joshi, Antonio Zamora, Laura Garzon, Victory Lonnquist, Kyle Taylor, Myron Dewey, and I have pitched in money, time and labor. Roberta (Bobbie) and
Doug Charles, Ryan’s great-aunt and great-uncle, have welcomed the project on their land, excited to live more
harmoniously with the earth.

Hoop Tenders: nourishing and celebrating our service!
All WWRL members who lead, organize, coordinate and in any way hold the container for their
Hoops are invited to WWRL Hoop Tender calls to connect with each other and nourish themselves.
The calls feature WWRL members speaking about their experiences and learnings and allow everyone to ask and share answers to questions. Email weavinghoops@wwrl.org for more info.

Calls are held on Thursdays from 6 to 7:30 PM Pacific time. Here are the dates:
August 11 September 22		
October 27		
December 15
Woman’s Way Red Lodge								
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Book Review

The Woman’s Encyclopedia
by Maraiah Lynn Nadeau

I

f I only got to keep a dozen books, this would be one of them. The Woman’s
Encyclopedia of Myths and Secrets by Barbara G. Walker is a thousand-page
volume of short entries, ranging from a few lines to multiple pages. They can
be read in any order. Individually, the pieces are informative. Collectively, they
transformed my world view.
Growing up, and even through college, “history” seemed to be mostly
about the recent era of Judeo-Christian culture, preceded by Greek and Roman, with a smattering of references to ancient Egypt and Sumeria. There
was little perspective about what a tiny slice of historical time and place this
covered. Christianity was treated as if it had always existed. References to
other religions in the Bible were as enemies, as heathens to be vanquished
and eradicated: golden calf idols, Baal, Ashtoreth. “We” -- the Good Guys, the Chosen People-- fought hard
and with God on our side wiped out our foes.
As an adult, especially after I distanced myself from the Christian church, I could see that some of our Christian
holidays were based on seasonal changes: Easter with baby animals, green grass, and eggs; Christmas with
evergreens and candles in the dark of winter. I had no idea, though, how little of it was unique to Christianity.
Reading this book, a picture emerged. New religions -- including Judaism and Christianity -- appeared at points
in history, and to spread their influence, and to fund their priesthoods and temples, they often either assimilated or destroyed prior religions. If people already worshipped at a hill or a spring, it worked to put a temple
or church for the new religion in that same spot, change the name, and make the pilgrimages there into signs
of devotion to the new religion. Take pagan heroes and make them saints (often four or five hundred years
after the purported saint was said to have lived). Take old myths and tweak the names a bit. Easter didn’t just
happen to occur in the spring: a pagan goddess named Ostara or Eostre presided over spring in parts of old
Europe; white lilies were her flower; her totem animal, the moon hare, brought treats for good children. I was
amazed to find multiple ancient religions that had savior gods born at Winter Solstice, some even to mothers
named Mary, which saviors died and rose again at Spring Equinox. Much from earlier religions was adopted
and morphed into the “new” religion.
On the dark side, just as often the former religions were rooted out. Believers were put to death. Temples
were demolished, books burned, teachers imprisoned and tortured. Religious belief systems, too, kept being
re-made: those in power would not only persecute those they deemed heretics, but would rewrite holy texts,
dropping what didn’t suit them, inventing new parts that did.
In particular, the entries in this book detail many ways the role of women evolved in religions. How did sex and
birth and menstruation become bad and dirty and dangerous? How did women go from being Cosmic Creatresses to being seen as the dirt in which men planted their seeds? What really happened in the Inquisition,
the Burning Times? the Crusades? How did it come to pass that our myths have men giving birth from their
sides and heads?
--- MORE
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Walker is a scholar, including a 13-page fine-print bibliography. The LA Times calls the book “awesomely researched”, and the London Times educational supplement honored this as their 1986 Book of the Year. The San
Francisco Chronicle called it a “mountain of scholarship.” East West Journal sums it up well: “Barbara Walker
upsets the complacent Judeo-Christian apple cart of orthodoxy. [An] outstanding, endless well of information.... Her literary excellence and the unrelentingly fascinating material . . . redresses two millennia of cultural
and sexual misrepresentation.”

Alexa Rose photo

I also have Walker’s Woman’s Dictionary of Symbols and Sacred Objects. It is more of a reference book, but
likewise full of interesting information, whether you want to look up swastika, or fig, triangle, or willow. Like
the Encyclopedia, it has a place of honor on my bookshelf. Both are readily available online.
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Bakers in the Trough, terra cotta flute from Thebes (425 AC)

Journey with bread

Starting with a sourdough mother
by Katy Myers, Lodgekeeper

B

read is a sacred and ancient food. There’s an old saying: if you were stranded in the desert and had nothing but flour and water, consumed separately you wouldn’t live long; but if you mixed them together you
could live indefinitely. This saying from ancient times shows how the combining of flour and water to create a
new substance was viewed as a source of divine sustenance. Throughout history this most un-natural of foods,
since its discovery over 30,000 years ago, has had an important place in every culture in the world.
Bread starts with the cultivating of a sourdough mother. Sourdough mother is a community of microorganisms,
a community born from just three ingredients: flour, water and time. When all three come together, magic
happens, and behind this magic is a secret ingredient: the magician, a force keeping the community’s world in
motion. Every day the community has to be fed or it will die. This is where the magician comes in. An outside
source, invisible to this tiny community, gives them everything they need to flourish. Giving because this community happens to contain everything the magician needs to flourish as well.

At the beginning of this year, I learned the way bread has been made for thousands of years as opposed to
how it is made today in our modern culture. When I learned this, I felt a call to start making my own bread.
With such a rich history, I sensed that the secrets of making bread must be locked somewhere inside me, giving me the power to feed myself in an inexpensive, nourishing and sacred way.
I began with a sourdough mother. In the beginning, bread is messy and demanding. Every day, at the exact
same time, your sourdough mother needs to be cut in half (part of it composted, part of it saved), fed flour
--- MORE
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and water, mixed very well, and then its container’s sides scraped down so that it won’t
dry and mold. Turns out, the beautiful nourishing bread that I craved is a lot of work and
commitment.
Over the last four months, I have learned to integrate this commitment into my life.
There was a lot of failure. A lot of my starters didn’t make it. I’ve never had to be so
patient with a food. Had to listen so closely to it. Had to give it so much attention. Even
the tomatoes in my garden don’t need this much from me. This is because sourdough
mother is unforgiving if you forget to feed it. Even just six hours past feeding time for your mother, and it’s too
late. The mixture changes from a beautiful sour aroma to a strong alcoholic one. Then it’s back to beginning.
Making the sourdough mother from scratch is where I began my bread making journey, and where I still am.
There is much to learn in this process, and I have just scratched the surface.
One of the most interesting things I’ve found is that the mother thrives when it is touched with my bare hands.
That is, when I take time to massage it as though it were bread dough. I’ve had the best results from giving it
at least 15-20 min of touching a day. Spending this much time with it every day is difficult to remember and
schedule, but the more I talked to it and treated it like a member of the family, the easier it became. Touching
helped me connect with what was going to be my food, and it responded really well: the mother bubbled a lot
when I massaged it.

Lani Ladbon photo

Making the sourdough starter has been demanding and frustrating at times, but also fun. Fun because we gave
our mother a name and talked to him and about him as a person. My journey with bread has only just begun,
and the amazing thing is that this new member of the family has the possibility of living as long as I’m around
to feed him. I feel a stronger connection to nature, my ancestors, and to the power of feeding myself, and to
think all this connection springs from a simple mixture of flour and water.

Your support gives Red Lodge to the world and
you the gift of Red Lodge.
JOIN

DONATE
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Shared at the Flagstaff Solstice Drumming

An Invocation for Healing in Orlando
We step out tonight to take action as we hold space for those we have lost and for those
who are suffering.
Some of us will drum with heavy hearts tonight. Truly feeling our sadness, letting it wash over us, dripping from our eyes, washing away the pain if only for a moment, allowing us to cope, to transform into
beings of loving action, and move forward while always holding those we love in our hearts.
Some of us will dance in joy tonight and will laugh for those who cannot for we know that to laugh
in the face of a tragic web of fate is to tell the universe we have not been beaten. We carry on for
those who at this moment rest in a place of pain or sorrow. We hold the vessel for them so that,
when they are ready, they may drink from the chalice of loving joy.
Come swiftly fates of Joy, Love, Light. Let only good come from tonight as you fill us with loving
strength so that we may face a terrifying world with kindness, compassion, strength, love and joy
in our hearts.
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Solstice drumming
in Flagstaff

N

Photos by Madrone

orthern Arizona celebrated summer solstice
and the five year birthday of Zendaya: Sacred
Yellow Drum on Sunday, June 19. It was a beautiful drumming honoring our beloved San Francisco
Peaks and under the shade of the ponderosas.
We shared the medicine of the mother drums,
story of Z’s birthing, butterfly birthday cupcakes,
and sang happy birthday. We shared intentions
for peace and a moment of silence for the tragedy
in Orlando. We tappd into those drumming with
WWRL on Vashon Island and sent love and light
to Buffalo Heart as well as her guardians, new and
old. We participated in a meditation with the Fae
of Summer Solstice, and we sang and drummed
together as the sun set. We remain grateful
for our community WWRL drummings and all the lessons and
growth we have been a part of these five years.
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Summer Solstice Celebration - Burton Hill, Vashon Island

S

ummer Solstice at Burton Hill was an amazing
gathering of multi-age participants, probably
80 people during the 24 hours that we drummed.
Over 20 tents were scattered about, and children romped everywhere. Shelia Brown, one of
our elders, upon seeing the children playing in
the garden, remarked,” They are just like butterflies!” Thank you to Lani Ladbon for bringing us
together in such a wonderful way - and to all who
stepped up to offer the delightful, deep and, in
some cases, transformative activities and rituals
at the heart of our community celebration.
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Finding the courage to speak the truth in this one wild
and precious life...						 by Mary G.L. Shackelford
Light Is Returning by Charlie Murphy
One planet is turning, circle on her path around the sun
Earth Mother is calling her children home.
Light is returning, even though this is the darkest hour
No one can hold back the dawn.
Let’s keep it burning, let’s keep the light of hope alive
Make safe our journey through the storm.

W

e are in turbulent times – and I find myself increasingly radicalized by what appears to be coming down. I
have a growing sense of foreboding as the fabric of our social contract disintegrates. Part of me wants to
sing about the light; part of me wants to cry, cry, cry! (Changing Woman)
Shall we plunge into the chaos sooner than later? Creativity emerges from chaos; is this what it takes for
humans to come together to respond in this time?
Or shall we stave off the worst scenarios in hopes that we will come together in a brilliant leap of collective
humanity? Change (and changes in consciousness, in understanding connection) is coming at an ever more
rapid rate. Who can say what may be possible?
What about the children? Your children? My children? Our children?
Our institutions are failing us – the social services, medical, educational, tax, judicial, economic and political
systems have gone haywire. The media assaults rather than informs us. Worldwide, the distribution and access
to resources rollercoasters to an increasing gap between the haves (me) and the have-nots. People are fighting
for their right to drink clean water. Guns and greed have gained precedence.
Meanwhile, the natural system is in upheaval; climate change is upon us. And we humans are too many;
epidemics of cancer, diabetes, immune system disorders are upon us. We do not remember who we are
within the natural system of our planet. We pretend that we are not subject to cosmic law, blind ourselves to the practice of reciprocity. We have poisoned our food chain, and we are destroying the ground
we walk upon. Mother Earth is bucking and flexing.
We cannot know the change that is upon us.
I am with Joanna Macy in her insistence that we not turn away; that we acknowledge our fear, tell the truth to
ourselves and each other, cultivate com-passion for all beings. Be willing to speak and feel into the darkness.
Hold hands into the not-knowing. En-courage each other.
--- MORE
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I am also with Beth Hedva that we have broken trust – that humans have veered from our sacred connection to
Life. As a species, we have cast ourselves out from nature’s contract, from the give and receive of the beautifully
interwoven tapestry of Indra’s Net. And, every act towards healing trust is crucial – we are called to re-create
and re-build trust in all our relationships: to self, to other, to mother, to father, to children and elders, to community, to the Earth.
And so, while we hold hands and face into the fear of the momentum that sucks us toward disintegration and
chaos, we must also trust in the cycle – in the passage through the gate, the journey that moves us towards whatever is next. We cannot know. We must trust – insisting on time, attention and a place in our lives for stillness,
silence, awareness. For connection and joy and love. For happiness and health. For enoughness. For gratitude.
Who will stand humbled by the old-growth trees? Who will stop to admire the sunset? Who will gaze at the
stars with amazement? Who will take time to walk by the water, allowing the magic of the edge places, the
mystery of the in-between, to infiltrate the heart? Who will gather in the intimacy, vulnerability and honoring
of open hearts? Who will dance and sing and drum all night with full consciousness of who we really are? In
our crazed consumer culture, these may be the most radical acts I can commit – despite they are also a mark of
my privilege. We have to make space for this. We cannot let ourselves by overwhelmed and consumed by fear.
These are times when what I have learned through my years of walking with the 15 Principles we articulated
together, from my experience of leadership, followership and community in Red Lodge, helps me wake each
day and reach out with gratitude to embrace what it means to be fully human. Greet the world, remember
who I am, step into trust. We are in Both/And times. As human beings we have the capacity, the understanding, the consciousness to hold the light and the dark. Both at once and several times a day.

I

Singing The Soil To Sleep by Mary G.L Shackelford

n this winter of the human soul
Women gather as midwives
to the bedside of Gaia.
In the quiet of our listening hearts,
we hear the rattle of her breath,
a gurgling sound caught
deep within her body.
Breathing with her into the open
tender space between ebb and flow,
lullaby rises to our lips and
pulling up the multi-colored quilt of Fall,
we sing the soil to sleep.
We tuck her gently in to rest
safe from the nightmare of
too much radiance
seeping into the water, into the air.

at the end of breathing in
where we may find
what’s possible still?
When we stretch beyond
that which is known?
We are already that
which we are becoming,
knocking at the door before
the last gasp rushes out
on the whoosh of expiration.

Is there a place
at the edge of what we cannot know
a moment of eternity just

Can we remember how?
How we make ourselves whole
and holy?

Shall we sing ourselves there
to sit vigil in the rocking chair
at her bedside and gather
needle, thread and darning egg
to re-weave Indra’s Net?
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Upcoming Red Lodge Gatherings/Events
Sun, June 26
Tu, July 5		
Fri, July 8		
July 8-11		
July 10-12		
Mon, July 11
Sat, July 16		
Tu, Aug 2		
Mon, Aug 8
Fri, Aug 12		
Sat, Aug 20		
Sun, Aug 21
Sun, Aug 28
Sun, Aug 28
Sat, Sept 3		
Tu, Sept 6		
Fri, Sept 9		
Sat, Sept 10
Mon, Sept 12
Sat, Sept 17
Sun, Sept 18
Sun, Sept 25
Sun, Sept 25
Sept 30-Oct 30
Fri, Oct 14		
Oct 27-30		

Open Circle Moonlodge, Vashon Island, WA
South Seattle Hoop, Des Moines, WA
South Sound Women’s Drum Circle, Olympia, WA
Lodgekeeper Retreat, Flagstaff, AZ
3 Rivers Hoop camping trip, St. Johnsbury, VT
Essential Hoop (conference call open to all)
Men’s Hoop, Flagstaff, AZ
South Seattle Hoop, Des Moines, WA
Essential Hoop (conference call open to all)
South Sound Women’s Drum Circle, Olympia, WA
Men’s Hoop, Flagstaff, AZ
Pendleton Hoop, Pendleton, OR
3 Rivers Hoop, St. Johnsbury, VT
Open Circle Moonlodge, Vashon Island, WA
Bellingham Hoop, Bellingham, WA
South Seattle Hoop, Des Moines, WA
South Sound Women’s Drum Circle, Olympia, WA
Fall Hearth Letter deadline
Essential Hoop (conference call open to all)
Men’s Hoop, Flagstaff, AZ
Pendleton Hoop, Pendleton, OR
3 Rivers Hoop, St. Johnsbury, VT
Open Circle Moonlodge, Vashon Island, WA
FALL FUND DRIVE
Jami Sieber Concert, Vashon Island (benefits WWRL)
Woman Soul Gathering, Southworth, WA (co-sponsored by WWRL)
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